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“ Application leaders responsible for application and product  
portfolio governance should...combine RPA and low-code   
platforms to optimize and transform business operations.”

“ With Appian, we serve our customers 9x faster than before.   
Appian allows our robots to handle repetitive tasks so that    
our people are free to speak with our customers.”

“ Automation with Appian creates huge opportunities for us.    
Appian brings people, processes, and data together — leading   
to large improvements in productivity.”
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Full-stack Automation
Workflow, RPA, AI, business rules, and   
case management — unified. 

Data Anywhere
Connect and enhance existing systems. View data   
in a single interface. Data migration optional. 
 

Low-code
Create new apps up to 20x faster. Change   
them easily. Every app is automatically mobile. 

Our Low-code Automation Platform makes it simple 
 for people, RPA bots, and AI to work together.

Speed,  power,  and 
f lexibi l ity  in  one platform.Unleash the modern workforce.
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Appian Shareholders,

I write this letter from my home office. Most of the rest of Appian’s work is also being done remotely, as we shelter from the 
COVID-19 outbreak in homes around the world.

These times present a double challenge, to the institution and to the business.

I believe the unscripted nature of this crisis allows a rare moment for authentic leadership, for better or worse. We must 
improvise, to manage under uncertainty a commercial entity that is at the same time a group of human beings.

At Appian, our objectives have been safety, productivity, and community. An easy transition to virtual work and  
video-conferencing addressed the first objectives, but I’m especially proud of the way we addressed the third. We created 
a volunteer network of Appian employees ready to help each other when need arose — and 10% of our employees joined 
immediately. We built an application to track employee health through the COVID-19 crisis and gave it to hundreds 
of companies for free. (We’ve never had such quick uptake on any Appian offering.) In this emergency we had strength to 
spare, and we shared it with others. When we return to working in our offices, we’ll do it proud of Appian’s contribution.

A business today must scramble to stay relevant, as customers turn inward. We’ve done that by quickly producing new 
applications to address the present emergency. Many of our customers have used Appian technology to cope with the crisis. 
Leading health networks and banks, among others, are relying on Appian to keep up with the rapid changes.

Appian is a platform for change. Every business today is trying to adapt to events, and many are delayed by the lack of a 
platform that can move quickly. It may be one of the key lessons of this crisis, that every business must sometimes pivot 
sharply and needs technology that can move with them.

Some good habits will emerge from this disruption. We’ll retain our newfound emphases on over-communication and 
structured management, which have served us well in long-distance coordination. We’ll be closer to our teammates  
for having seen the other side of their lives, through the pane of a video conference, and for having overcome  
disruption together.

Not all of our efforts are directed at overcoming COVID-19. In 2020 Appian advanced the state of the automation industry. 
Let me illustrate it with an example.

Appian’s new app for banks, to support the Paycheck Protection Program, does three things:
   (a) Using AI, it reads application forms and uploads the data
   (b) Using RPA, it connects with a federal portal and transfers the applications for approval
   (c) Using human judgment, it keeps the loans in compliance over time

No automation technology alone could have addressed the full scope of this application. Not RPA (which cannot handle 
exceptions), nor AI (which cannot make decisions), nor humans (too slow). But by combining the three kinds of workers,  
we can address the need quickly and efficiently.

Appian is leading the automation industry in the integration of work factors. We combine all three (humans, RPA, and AI) 
in a single workflow, from a single vendor. We took this step in the spring of 2020, following our acquisition of a leading RPA 
firm. We’ve also maintained close partnerships with leaders in RPA and AI, to integrate the best-of-breed offerings used by 
our customers. We believe in an open platform that serves the customer’s interests first.

Only Appian combines all three types of worker into a single workflow. But furthermore, we do it with a commitment to 
simplicity and accessibility that only a low-code vendor can provide. Our role in 2020 is not merely to unite the various 
factors of work, but to make it easy for our customers to do so.
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Connect and enhance existing systems. View data   
in a single interface. Data migration optional. 
 

Low-code
Create new apps up to 20x faster. Change   
them easily. Every app is automatically mobile. 

Our Low-code Automation Platform makes it simple 
 for people, RPA bots, and AI to work together.
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